


Brand Story
It was back in the 70s when Barbara came 
to life as a company and as a Italian leather 
brand.

The two Milanese brothers, Giuseppe and 
Luigi Corani, after years of apprenticeship 
at the leather goods workshops in Milan, 
fell in love with Italian traditional leather 
craftsmanship, and decided to open their 
own workshop and name it after Giuseppe’s 
newborn daughter: Barbara. From then on, 
passion and dedication has become the en-
gine of this Italian, and Barbara Milano has 
grown significantly and achieved excellent 
results both in Italy and abroad.

The company’s focus is quality, achieved 
through the careful selection of materials, 
the experience of new leather and optimi-
zation of the instruments. Giuseppe is de-
dicated not only to the control of the craft-
smanship production process, but also fond 
of stylistic design. He searched inspiration 
from life, and his newborn daughter Barbara 
continued to be his main angel muse.
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L is for the way you look at me

O is for the only one I see

V is very, very extraordinary

E is even more than anyone that you 

adore
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LOVE BAG

LOVEBAG is adored for its beauty of simplicity 
and practicality. This season the line maintained 
its elegance and romanticism with a chic touch of 

the new leather material. 
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ou are like my soul, a butterfly of dreams



BUTTERFLY

As one of Barbara Milano’s most iconic model, the line 
BUTTERFLY exceeds your expectation for an elegant 
and practical handbag. It offers more potentials for diffe-
rent occasions to carry, with a mix-and-match of colors 

and materials. 



wo wild desires craving each other

meet at last at the body's limits.
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ips' language to lips' ears.

wo drinking each other's heart, 

it seems.

wo roving loves who have left 

home, 

T

ilgrims to the confluence of 

lips.

wo waves rise by the law of loveT
t o break and die on two sets of 

lips.
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KISS

KISS line is the antonym of mediocre. It is a fun escape 
for you from the busy urban life. The sparking leather 
matching with the hot lip radiates a light and cheerful 

vide to your outfit and mood. 
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A
nd you hear me from far away, 

and my voice does not reach you

L
et me come to be still in your 

silence

A
nd let me talk to you with your 

silence

t
hat is bright as a lamp, simple as 

a ring



HORSEA

The new design of the line Horsea stays true to the DNA of 
Barbara Milano. The contrast of straight and curved lines 
in the bag shape was inspired by modern art and achieved 

a sophisticated balance in the construction. 
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ou are like the night, 

with its stillness and 

constellations

Y
our silence is that of 

a star, as remote and 

candid



Barbara Milano combines the romanticism of nostalgic feminini-
ty with the 70s spirit in the ELLEN line. The round silhouette is 
crafted with different materials, accented by gold-tone double bra-

celet handles, which gives a unique touch to the look. 

ELLEN



T
h e time that my journey takes 

is long and the way of it long. 

I came out on the chariot of the 

first gleam of light, and pursued my 

voyage through the wildernesses of 

worlds leaving my track on many a 

star and planet.
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BRIGITTE

The particular shape of the BRIGITTE line emphasizes the simplicity 
and sophistication. The joyful colors and the exquisite craftsmanship 

offer multiple possibilities to match your mood. 
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h e years shall run like rabbits, for in my 

arms I hold the flower of the ages, and the 

first love of the world
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LUCIA

Lucia is for the girls who still have a space in heart 
with all the childlike fantasy and soft femininity. 
The bag could be carried in different ways, taking 
you from day to evening with ease. It has a soft 
structured shape and a zip top closure, with ser-

veral vivid 3D butterflies on the front. 
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A

ll that's best of dark and bright , Meet in her aspect and her eyes:



HEROINE, as its name indicates, is an essential 
of life. Its aesthetic is all about sculptural shapes. 
It concludes a practical shopper bag which has 
sufficient capability, and an edgy handbag with 

a sleek silhouette.

HEROINE
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